Scenario Options

All UWGLive simulations are based on scenarios that have been designed to define the performance objectives, background content information, and challenges that take place in real-life situations. UWGLive has an extensive amount of scenarios that have already been developed. Below are some of the scenario topics that are ready for use.

- Classroom Management
- Classroom Expectations
- Content Area Lesson Delivery
- Professional Learning Community Meeting
- Administrator/Teacher Evaluations
- Parent-Teacher Conference
- Counseling Sessions
- Salary Negotiation
- Interviewing Skills
- Cooperating Teacher Conference
- And More

Custom Scenario Design Process

If you or your team would like to have your own custom design scenario developed, below are the steps of the process:

1. You'll need to request a meeting with the UWGLive Simulation Director, Terrie Ponder, and participate in a discovery call or meeting.
2. After your initial meeting, you'll need to complete a draft scenario using the UWGLive Template.
3. Once the draft is complete, a design session will be scheduled in the UWGLive Simulation Lab for approximately 2 hours.
4. The UWGLive Scenario Design Team will then create training materials to be used by UWGLive.
5. To finalize the scenario, additional time may be required in the UWGLive Simulation Lab to role play your scenario.
6. After these steps are completed, your scenario is ready for use.